Arts Award adapted assessment using the Vocational Contingency Regulated
Framework (VCRF) requirements (April 2021)
At Trinity we recognise the ongoing impact of Coronavirus on delivery of Arts Award and that centres may have been further impacted by
school and organisational closures in the early part of 2021.
Ofqual and Qualifications Wales, the qualifications regulators, has put in place the Vocational Contingency Regulatory Framework
(VCRF) for Awarding Organisations (AOs) offering Vocational and Technical Qualifications (VTQ’s). These regulatory arrangements enable
AOs to be sufficiently flexible to support as many learners as possible to complete qualifications, whilst still retaining the integrity of the
qualifications. The VCRF will replace previous guidance published under the ERF (summer 2020) and EERF (Autumn 2020).
The VCRF enables Trinity to support centres to deliver and assess Arts Award. In most cases we expect that centres will be able to work
with young people to complete their qualification in full and defer their moderation should they require more time (option 1). To help with
this we have published delivery and evidence guidance for Discover, Explore & Bronze, Silver and Gold levels, which provide a range of
acceptable approaches, Arts Award can be delivered remotely and digitally to address challenges related to accessing artists,
training/work experience and the delivery of leadership projects.
In order to ensure the greatest flexibility over the coming months, centres are encouraged to develop portfolios in digital format
wherever possible, and to make contingency plans to enable work to be assessed and moderated digitally in the event of further school
and organisational closures, or limitations to travel. Trinity continues to monitor the situation related to Covid-19 and may need to
withdraw some moderation options at short notice, in response to government guidance. Please check the website for details of current
moderation options available.
Using the VCRF, Trinity can apply further adaptations to the assessment process for centres whose circumstances mean the qualifications
cannot be completed in full. Centres should follow the adapted assessment guidance in option 2.

The process at a glance:
Option 1: Centres who can complete Arts Award qualifications in full
 Centres should access the delivery and evidence guidance for the level they are delivering which provides acceptable approaches
to delivery and evidencing, including working to condensed timescales, most notably at Silver and Gold, to support continued
delivery through remote and digital approaches.




Assessment of portfolios should be conducted using the standard assessment report forms found in the Adviser Toolkit, or
downloadable from the adviser hub
Centres should make their booking for moderation via the centre portal using our standard processes. For info, visit
artsaward.org.uk/moderation. If the centre is delivering Gold Arts Award and young people require UCAS points for entry to
higher education, moderation must take place by 18 June 2021 (read our Gold Arts Award UCAS FAQ).

Option 2: Centres who have been severely impacted by school and organisational closures and cannot defer or delay their
moderation
Under the VCRF, Trinity have developed further adaptations for centres who cannot continue to deliver Arts Award qualifications through
to completion or defer their moderation to a date later in the year. Our requirements are:




Portfolios submitted for moderation must be a minimum of 50% complete.
Arts Award advisers are required to complete the adapted assessment report forms for all young people enrolled for
moderation that include adviser reflection on any part of the award assessed as ‘part complete’ or ‘not complete’.
At Silver and Gold levels, young people are required to reflect on how they planned to develop their art form knowledge and
understanding, communication, planning and reflection and creativity through the activities they were unable to complete. This is
in addition to the adviser reflection.

Centres wishing to use Option 2 above will be required to do the following:
1. Read this guidance and check eligibility for adapted assessment
2. Book moderation via the centre portal as normal (for info, visit artsaward.org.uk/moderation) and state at the top of the
‘contextual information box’ of the booking that VCRF adapted assessment is required.
3. Submit a completed VCRF declaration statement of eligibility, no later than 3 weeks before a booked date to confirm eligibility
for adapted assessment. VCRF declaration is downloadable from the adapted assessment page of the website
artsaward.org.uk/adaptedassessment
4. Prepare for moderation:
▪
Gather reflective statements from young people (only required at Silver and Gold with prompt questions available)
▪
Complete the adapted assessment report form, including the adviser reflective statements, for all young people assessed
under the adapted assessment arrangements
5. Enrol young people’s names no later than 3 weeks before a booked date. If entering part of a cohort with adapted
assessment, centres must clearly highlight the names of these young people at the point of enrolment.
6. Trinity will moderate the portfolios and assessment report forms. The purpose of the moderation will be to ensure the consistency of
adviser assessments across the portfolios submitted.
7. Trinity will confirm the result of the moderation and certificates will be sent for those young people awarded a pass.

8. All centres who are moderated using adapted assessment, must keep a copy of their adapted assessment report forms and the
portfolios that have been sampled at moderation for 3 years for audit purposes.
Important note:
Failure to provide the following information, as and when requested, will mean a moderation cannot go ahead and may be cancelled or
postponed (fees may apply, see our Terms and Conditions of booking):
 Correct and accurate enrolment information
 A completed VCRF declaration statement of eligibility
 Fully completed adapted assessment report forms
Centres should ensure they only enrol young people for moderation whose work meets the requirements for adapted assessment and are
confidently expected to be marked as a Pass. Once enrolled, it is not possible to remove candidates from a moderation unless as part of a
substitution. Candidates withdrawn beyond this point will be marked as ‘absent’.
Any portfolios/arts logs submitted for moderation that have been assessed as a Below Pass by the adviser will be withdrawn from
moderation and the respective candidates will be marked as absent. If they are part of the selected sample, a new sample will be
requested.
Where the moderator disagrees with the adviser’s pass mark, or the young people’s reflective statements are missing, this will result in a
Below Pass result at moderation.
There will be no amendment in fees in respect of an ‘absent’ or ‘below pass’ result. For full details, see our Terms and Conditions of
booking.
If work has been lost or destroyed accidently by the centre, the centre will need to write to us separately and we will advise on the
required procedure.
For any questions on this guidance or for a discussion with the Arts Award team, please get in touch at
artsawardenquiries@trinitycollege.co.uk

Detailed Guidance
This guidance covers:
1. Eligibility for adapted assessment under the VCRF
2. Making a moderation booking
3. Making assessments and preparing for moderation
4. Appendix

1. Eligibility for adapted assessment under the VCRF
The following represents the most common instances where centres may require adapted assessment:




Education settings where young people are progressing to a new setting or cannot continue delivery into the next academic year
Young people with SEND who have been unable to continue to work towards their qualification remotely during recent school and
organisational closures and do not have sufficient time to complete the work before the end of the academic year
Arts and cultural/youth and community organisations who have been unable to continue delivery during the most recent
organisational closures and are using Arts Award as part of publicly funded outcomes and/or are required to meet a prescribed
funding deadline that cannot be extended

2. Making a moderation booking
Please visit artsaward.org.uk/moderation to find out which moderation option is right for you and make your booking as normal via the
centre portal. We require you to do the following, or you risk not being able to moderate using the VCRF adapted assessment.
a) Tell us you require adapted assessment: At the point of booking you are asked to complete an optional free text box which
provides contextual information for your Arts Award programme. You must clearly state at the top of the contextual
information box that you require ‘VCRF adapted assessment’. If you have already completed your assessments, you should
tell us whether you are entering all or part of your cohort with adapted assessment. If entering part of your cohort with
adapted assessment, please confirm how many young people per level (this info is provisional until the point of enrolment).
b) Complete and submit a VCRF declaration statement of eligibility: to confirm you meet the eligibility requirements for VCRF
adapted assessment providing a clear rationale for why Arts Award qualifications cannot be delivered through to completion. Once
we have confirmed your moderation booking, download the VCRF declaration form at www.artsaward.org.uk/adaptedassessment,
complete and return it to your Trinity contact no later than 3 weeks before your booked date. Your booking confirmation
email will include full details about next steps and key timeframes. This information will be kept as part of our quality assurance
processes and may be requested as evidence by our regulators.

c) Enrol young people’s names for moderation via the centre portal no later than 3 weeks before your booked date. If
entering part of your cohort with adapted assessment, you must complete an enrolment spreadsheet (provided in your booking
confirmation email) and clearly highlight the names of the young people entered through VCRF assessment. Return the
completed spreadsheet to your Trinity contact no later than 3 weeks before your booked date. Providing incorrect information at
this point may result in your moderation not going ahead as planned.

3. Making assessments and preparing for moderation
Centres wanting to make an assessment under the VCRF are required to do the following to complete their assessment. We have
provided detailed adviser guidance on how to complete the adapted assessment report form.
Portfolios are 50% complete: We require young people to have completed a minimum 50% of the work towards their qualification as
this provides us with substantive evidence of progress so far and allows us to assess their progress against the Arts Award assessment
criteria.
What does 50% mean:
 Full completion of individual parts of the award, eg Parts A & B of Bronze; Unit 1 of Silver but not Unit 2
 Part completion of several parts across the award, eg one of the two evidence requirements in Parts A, B C and D of Explore
 50% across the whole portfolio in sufficient detail for the level of the award they are undertaking, eg Gold Unit 1 Parts A, C and D,
and Unit 2 Parts A & B
More detailed illustrations are provided in the appendix
Centres that have portfolios which are less than 50% complete will need to continue their Arts Award programme until sufficient activities
and evidence have been completed. This may mean you need to defer your moderation to later in the year.
Complete adapted assessment report forms: An adviser assessment report form must be completed for all young people entered for
moderation by the adviser indicated at enrolment. Centres assessing portfolios using the adapted assessment requirements must use the
correct assessment report forms available to download from www.artsaward.org.uk/adaptedassessment
All parts of the assessment report form must be completed with details of whether evidence is ‘complete’, ‘part complete’ or ‘not
complete’. Adviser assessments must be made accurately and supporting reflective statements provided. The moderation process seeks
to ensure that adviser assessments have been made accurately across all work submitted as this can impact the results of the
moderation.

i.

Making an assessment of Arts Award Explore and Bronze Arts Award

Explore and Bronze are one-unit qualifications at Entry Level 3 and Level 1. Therefore, the only additional information we require as part
of the assessment of young people’s work is detail about any activities that were either ‘not complete’ or ‘part-complete’ and for which
there is little or no evidence in the portfolio. We require specific detail from the adviser about what activities were planned and the
expected learning outcomes from these activities.
ii.

Making an assessment Silver and Gold Arts Award

Silver and Gold are two-unit qualifications at Level 2 and Level 3. These qualifications are operating at the same standard/ level of
difficulty as GCSE’s and A-levels. Therefore, we require both adviser and young people reflections as part of the adapted assessment
process and in lieu of evidence not available in the portfolio.
Adviser reflection will focus on activities that were either ‘not complete’ or ‘part-complete’ and for which there is little or no evidence in
the portfolio. We require specific detail about what activities were planned and the expected learning outcomes from these activities.
Young people’s reflection will focus on how they planned to develop their art form knowledge and understanding, communication,
planning, reflection and creativity through the activities they were unable to fully complete.
Centres will need to support young people to develop a response to the four assessment criteria areas:
▪ Art form knowledge and understanding
▪ Creativity
▪ Planning and review
▪ Communication
Reflection can be provided in any suitable format and we have provided Silver and Gold prompt questions to support a focussed
response. These reflections are to focus on the work they planned to undertake towards their Arts Award that they were not able to
complete. This allows advisers to assess the progress and learning young people planned to make through these activities.
As young people will be completing reflections against the assessment criteria areas, advisers will be required to complete an assessment
declaration to demonstrate that the portfolio evidence and the reflections by young people sufficiently demonstrate they are working at
the level required for the qualification and would have met all the learning outcomes for the award.
Important notes:


If sufficient evidence is present in the portfolio and young people are demonstrating they are making sufficient progress and
achievement at the level of the award undertaken, advisers should award a Pass mark.



The moderator will be checking you have made consistent assessments across all young people’s work selected in the sample for
moderation. Therefore, you must ensure your marking is accurate. Inaccurate marking by the adviser may affect the results of all
work submitted for moderation.



A Below Pass mark awarded by the adviser would suggest young people’s work has not met the minimum requirements for
adapted assessment. In this instance we suggest you do not submit them for moderation and instead continue to work with young
person to develop the evidence in their portfolio for submission at a later date.



A key difference of the adapted assessment arrangements for summer 2021, is that young people’s reflections for Silver and Gold are
mandatory. Requests to waive this aspect of the assessment will be declined. All forms and guidance can be downloaded from the
Arts Award website at www.artsaward.org.uk/adaptedassessment. If you are unsure as to whether you meet the eligibility
criteria for adapted assessment, please contact the team for advice on artsawardenquiries@trinitycollege.co.uk

4. Appendix
The following provides an illustration of evidence in an Arts Award portfolio constituting 50%. Please note these are representative
examples and delivery and evidencing will vary from centre to centre. Centres must ensure that any evidence included in the 50% is of
sufficient depth for the level being undertaken.
One unit qualifications at Entry Level 3 and Level 1; Arts Award Explore and Bronze Arts Award
Example 1: Explore or Bronze, meets 50% any two parts are fully completed and evidenced*
Assessment
Guidance
Part A Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part B Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part C Not complete
Part D Not complete
Overall mark

Pass

Example 2: Bronze, meets 50%* as some evidence provided in each part of the award
Assessment
Guidance
Part A
Part
Evidence in portfolio of:
complete
▪ Description of the arts activity
▪ Participation in one arts activity

Part B

Part C

Part
Complete

Part
complete

Summary of what was learnt is not complete
Evidence in the portfolio of:
▪ Details of what the event was they were an audience member for
▪ A review of the arts event and its creative impact
Evidence of sharing the review is not complete
Evidence in the portfolio of:
▪ a summary of what they learnt about an artist (which provides details about their artistic career)
Research they used to inform their summary is not complete in the portfolio

Part D

Part
complete

Evidence in the portfolio of:
▪ Delivery of their arts skills share
Evidence of planning and review is not complete

Overall mark

Pass

Example 3: Explore, does not meet 50%* as insufficient evidence provided
Assessment
Guidance
Part A
Part
Evidence in portfolio of:
complete
▪ Participation in one arts activity

Part B

Part
Complete

Participation in a second arts activity not complete
Identification of what was learnt is not complete
Evidence in the portfolio of:
▪ A record of what they found out about one artist

Part C

Part
complete

Evidence of what they found out about an arts organisation not complete
Evidence in the portfolio of:
▪ A piece of final art work

Part D

Not
complete

Overall mark

Evidence of the process of making the arts work in not complete in the portfolio
Evidence has not been completed

Below Pass

*all examples assume that evidence has been completed in sufficient detail for the level of the award. Advisers should refer to the
assessment criteria for more detail on the level of complexity required in the evidence submitted.

Two-unit qualifications at Level 2 and Level 3; Silver Arts Award and Gold Arts Award
Example 1: Silver or Gold meets 50%* any one unit is fully completed and evidenced
Assessment
Guidance
Unit 1
Part A Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part B Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part C Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part D Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Unit 2
Part A Not complete
Part B Not complete
Part C Not complete
Part D Not complete
Part E Not complete
Overall mark

Pass

Example 2: Gold meets 50%* as sufficient evidence provided across multiple sections of the award
Assessment
Guidance
Unit 1
Part A Complete
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
Part B Part
Evidence in portfolio of:
Complete
▪ Undertaking training, volunteering, work experiences but is less than the required minimum time
guidance
▪ Personal reflection on learning

Part C

Part
Complete

No description of the opportunity
No feedback from the practitioner, leader offering the placement
Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ Research into one arts practitioner
▪ Evidence of reviewing one arts event
No reflection on how the research has influenced their own arts practice or plans

Part
D
Unit
Part
Part
Part
Part
D
Part

2
A
B
C

E

Complete

All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio

Complete
Complete
Not Complete
Not Complete

All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio
All evidence requirements have been met and are evidenced in the portfolio

Not Complete

Overall mark

Pass

Example 3: Silver, does not meet 50%* as limited evidence in individual parts of the award and some parts not complete
Assessment Guidance
Unit 1
Part A
Part
Evidence in portfolio of:
Complete
▪ Details of the challenge they have set why they have chosen it
▪ An action plan, detailing how the challenge will be implemented, but the details provided are limited
Part B
Part C

Part D

Not
Complete
Part
Complete

Part
Complete

No evidence of reflection on strengths and weaknesses
Evidence has not been completed
Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ Evidence of reviewing one arts event
No explicit detail of what the experience was (this is inferred only)
No evidence of how the review was shared
Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ Evidence of some research in career pathways
No evidence in the work of artists or arts practitioners
No evidence of a summary in their own works of how their research has influenced their own future

Unit 2

Part A

Part
Complete

Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ A description of the arts project and its aims and scope
▪ Details about their role in the project
No evidence of the leadership skills they wish to develop
No evidence of their leadership role in the project and details of how they will develop their skills

Part B

Part
Complete

Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ A project plan but is limited as it does not provide all specific details in order to effectively run the
project

Part C

Not
Complete
Part
Complete

No reference to how their leadership skills are developing through the delivery of the projects

Part D

Part E

Not
Complete

Overall mark

Evidence in portfolio of:
▪ Limited reflection on how they have effectively worked with others and problems solved through the
project
No evidence of how they are collecting feedback
No evidence of a review of the projects that reflects on the success of the project, their leaderships skills and
their response to any feedback
Below Pass

*all examples assume that evidence has been completed in sufficient detail for the level of the award. Advisers should refer to the
assessment criteria for more detail on the level of complexity required in the evidence submitted.

